StableRise

®

A state-of-the-art
adjustable-height
EMR workstation
built to enhance
the patient-provider
relationship.

Improving Staff and
Patient Satisfaction



Enables caregiver to remain “patient-facing” and
increase trust, engagement, and rapport







Enhances personal connection between patient and caregiver
Exam room footprint. Consult room feel
Less screen time. More patient time
Mitigates provider burnout and musculoskeletal issues
Reduces frustration when dealing with electronic medical record

The healthcare environment—with its packed work days, demanding pace,
time pressures, and emotional intensity—can put physicians and other
clinicians at high risk for burnout. The StableRise changes that from day one.

Patent Pending

As electronic medical records (EMR) adoption
grows, caregivers are forced to turn their
attention away from the patient and toward
their computer screen. The StableRise®
empowers the healthcare provider to remain
patient-facing for better eye contact,
nonverbal communication, and interpersonal
social cues.
The StableRise is standardized in leading
healthcare institutions across the country.
Doctors and nurses rely on the efficiency and
superior ergonomics to improve the patient
relationship and reduce work fatigue.

The Perfect EMR Workstation
WORK SURFACE STABILITY
With a 50 pound weight capacity, the
StableRise provides a no bounce work
surface for typing, writing or working
on a laptop.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

With the simple push of a button, the system
raises or lowers, optimizing the working
conditions for multiple users
across many needs.

WIRE MANAGEMENT

The StableRise provides superior wire
management. Easily conceal a thin client or
multi-outlet strip, data ports, power outlets
and all associated wires.

INFECTION PREVENTION
The anti-microbial tabletop surface and
wall-mounted installation allows for easy
cleaning above and below the unit.

PROVEN. TRUSTED. EFFECTIVE.

Healthcare systems across the country rely on
the StableRise family of products as the new
standard for EHR workstations.

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

With numerous configuration options
and near-silent push button sit-stand
capabilities, no other unit beats the
adaptability of the StableRise.

StableRise Models
Whether you prefer to stand up or sit down, shoulder-to-shoulder, or across a consultative table,
the StableRise allows patient-facing engagement all while building trust and rapport.

StableRise Pull-and-Swivel

StableRise Rectangle Top

StableRise Shark Fin Top

StableRise Mobile Cart

The pull-and-swivel maximizes
surface space while providing
easy maneuverability of our
largest tabletop to safely tuck it
away when not in use.

The fixed rectangle top provides
true sit-stand capabilities for
tight spaces and areas with
challenging mounting options.

The fixed shark fin is a true space
saver with a low profile design
to help out in tight spaces and
provide greater accessibility.

The mobile cart maximizes
mobility with its small footprint,
easy maneuverability and ability
to move between exam rooms.

Contact us to learn more about the benefits of StableRise
603-493-6882
stablerise.com • customerservice@rightheightmfg.com
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StableRise® is designed and
made with lasting quality
in mind. That’s why we stand
behind every unit with a 5
year guarantee.

